
At the beginning of each guide there is a short introduction which should contain the following infos 
(please don´t copy Wikipeda text!!!)

• the passenger numbers
• airlines serving the airport including special traffic like cargo or biz jet operations or even an 

interesting type used on a route (e.g. Cubana with the IL-96 in MAD)
• useful links like online schedules or other intersting spotter websites etc.
• personal impressions of your spotting trip to the airport
• every useful information that doesn´t fit into the tables below
• your name at the end and the date when you have visited the airport

• a link to google maps will be send to your 
email (if you have a google account)  

• set the placemarks manually to the map and 
name each spot like this:  
spot #1 - Name of the spot - What you see 
 
e.g.: Spot #6 – Meteo – 09R Departures 

• add placemarks like hotels, restaurants, bus 
stations, parking or even a footh path if you 
have to walk some meters to a spot. 

• once finished with the map an administrator 
will add the code into your guide

Next is the map. A link will be send to you before you start writing. Once you are done the map 
will be added by an Admin to the guide.



Now you can start with each several spotting location. In the head of the table please use the 
same text you have used for the map (spot #1 - Name of the spot - Which runway you see)

• Where: This explanes where the spot is located. Name of a road, next to a known land-
mark etc. A description how to get there (car, public transport) is always useful and 
where you can park your car too. Also mention where you will stand there, on a hill/
platform, in a forrest, is there a fence (ladder needed?) etc. 
If your spot is on a visitor terrasse its good to know if there are windows, security 
checks, entrance fee, opening hours etc. 

• What: This just says which movements you can see at this location. Sometimes its pos-
sible that a runway is dominated by flights from a special airline because they are located 
next to their terminal or its depending on the direction/country where the airline is 
coming from.  

• Time: Whats the best time for spotting at this location. E.g. Morning until evening etc. 
or even the exact time 06:00 until 14:00 

• Miscellaneous: everything else what is worth to mention. Restrooms or shops next to 
the spot. In hot countries is there something that spend some shadow? Something to sit 
down? Security informations? 

• Focal Lenght: length used for the sample photos below

At the end of each spot (three or) six sample pictures are shown and if possible an overview 
picture of the location.  Please send us the pictures via email to support@spotterguide.net.

Overview Picture


